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Writing Secure Code for Windows Vista (Pro - Step By Step Developer)Microsoft Press, 2007
Get the definitive guide to writing secure code and developing more-secure applications for Windows Vista--straight from the experts. Security is one of the greatest enhancements in Windows Vista, and developers will be urged to write more secure code on the platform to support a growing customer base. This reference delivers the straight scoop...
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Hack Proofing XMLSyngress Publishing, 2002
XML is quickly becoming the universal protocol for transferring information from site to site via HTTP. Whereas HTML will continue to be the language for displaying documents on the Internet, developers will find new and interesting ways to harness the power of XML to transmit, exchange, and manipulate data using XML. Validation of the XML document...
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Windows Server 2003 Network AdministrationO'Reilly, 2005
This book is the Windows Server version of the classic TCP/IP Network Administration. Like the book that inspired it, Windows Server 2003 Network Administration provides an overview of the essential TCP/IP protocols, and explains how to properly manage and...
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Host Identity Protocol (HIP): Towards the Secure Mobile Internet (Wiley Series on Communications Networking &Distributed Systems)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
“Within the set of many identifier-locator separation designs for the Internet, HIP has progressed further than anything else we have so far. It is time to see what HIP can do in larger scale in the real world. In order to make that happen, the world needs a HIP book, and now we have it.” - Jari Arkko, Internet Area...
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Essential Check Point FireWall-1 NG: An Installation, Configuration, and Troubleshooting GuideAddison Wesley, 2004
Now there's a definitive insider's guide to planning, installing, configuring, and maintaining the newest version of the world's #1 firewall: Check Point™ FireWall-1® Next Generation™. Leading Check Point support authority Dameon Welch-Abernathy (a.k.a. PhoneBoy) offers exclusive hands-on tips, techniques, checklists, and...
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Cisco NAC Appliance: Enforcing Host Security with Clean Access (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2007
Almost every contemporary corporation and organization has acquired and deployed security solutions or mechanisms to keep its networks and data secure. Hardware and software tools such as firewalls, network-based intrusion prevention systems, antivirus and antispam packages, host-based intrusion prevention solutions, and...
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Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Mountain Lion Edition (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
		Ready to move to the Mac? This incomparable guide helps you make a smooth transition. New York Times columnist and Missing Manuals creator David Pogue gets you past three challenges: transferring your stuff, assembling Mac programs so you can do what you did with Windows, and learning your way around OS X.

	...
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Windows XP HacksO'Reilly, 2003
Now power users can rejoice! Windows XP  Hacks offers tips, tools, and know-how to bend Windows XP to your will.  The book delves into XP topics such as controlling the control panel, changing  unchangeable icons, removing uninstallable XP components, stopping pop-up ads,  taking a bite out of...
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Advanced Penetration Testing for Highly-Secured Environments: The Ultimate Security GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Penetration testers are faced with a combination of firewalls, intrusion detection

	systems, host-based protection, hardened systems, and teams of knowledgeable

	analysts that pour over data collected by their security information management

	systems. In an environment such as this, simply running automated tools will

	typically...
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Special Edition Using Linux System Administration (Special Edition Using)Que, 2000
Special Edition Using Linux Administration is the complete, comprehensive reference book for the experienced administrator who needs to learn to run a Linux system and successfully manage it. This book has a great appeal to those administrators whose knowledge is limited to Windows or NetWare networks as they integrate Linux into their...
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Virtualization Security (EC-Council Disaster Recovery Professional)Course Technology PTR, 2010

	Hacking and electronic crimes sophistication has grown at an exponential rate in recent years. In fact, recent
	reports have indicated that cyber crime already surpasses the illegal drug trade! Unethical hackers better known
	as black hats are preying on information systems of government, corporate, public, and private networks and
	are...
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Video Systems in an IT Environment: The Essentials of Professional Networked MediaFocal Press, 2005
Audio/Video (AV) systems and Information Technology (IT) are colliding.  Broadcasters and other AV professionals are impacted by the transition to IT components and techniques. This is the first book to focus on the intersection of AV and IT concepts. It includes technology reviews and the tools to understand and evaluate key aspects of hybrid AV...
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